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MY AHT
Hello! Hello everyone. I’m so glad you could all 

make it to my opening here, at the Selene Kaminsky-
Fawcett Gallery. Before we get started here today, I’d 
like you all to take a closer look at your invitations. If  
you look hard enough you will see… the vagina.

Moving to the first painting! May I ask someone to 
tell me all they think the painting means? Anyone? Ah, 
yes. You. Good. Go on.

Ah, oh. Mm. I’m afraid that’s incorrect. No, not a 
fleck of  truth in it. .What you said was asinine. I’m 
sorry. Anyone else? Ah yes? You now?

Hm. Very interesting, but I’m afraid that the red 
shape in the foreground does not lend an air of  
urgency to the composition. And that man is not 
checking a text message, he is riding a tractor. No, the 
meaning behind this painting is “dilletantism”.  That’s 
why the painting is named “[)1//374~715N\”. I’m 
honestly rather shocked that you all didn’t get that one. 
Especially you, Gail. How disappointing.

Now this next piece is one of  my favorites. See how 
that man struggles with his waffle iron/Earth Mother, 
his hair clutching, clutching at lonely Tibet, flying 
through the clouds of  wolf  feces. Of  course, as you 
know, this work was painted using only condiments 

and materials from 
McDonald’s. The 
scent, of  course, 
supplies a sense of  
shame to the whole 
scene. Can anyone 
spot the hidden 
image?

Correct! Who 
was that! Oh, it’s 
you Gail. Skulking 
by the wine bar…
No, actually that’s 
wrong. The painting 
is arranged so that it mimics a magic eye. If  you just 
relax your eyes in just the right way you will begin to 
see… the vagina.

What was that? Roger, do you understand what you 
said? You sounded like a little, stupid child there. What 
a puerile insult. Who’s having the opening, hmm? 
Yes, not you. Me. Claude: 1, Funny, noisy little wad 
of  phlegm named Roger: 0. I’ve got one word to say 
to you Roger, THPPPHHPPPHHPPP!!! And I think 
everyone here will agree that having to stand in your 

pungent reek is an exceptionally hateful experience. 
Nyah, nyah!

The next piece over here is the crux of  the whole 
collection. It’s the very first piece I’ve done using video 
installation. First I – what? Who said that!? Why, of  
course it’s “Steamboat Willie.” Projected against an 
enormous crepe – what’s so funny? Oh, very clever. 
I hope you know that what you just said doesn’t mean 
anything. Not at all. “WOOF WOOF” that’s all I heard. 
Oh “MOOOOO?” Is that what you were trying to say? 
“MOOOOOO?” Oh I thought you were trying to say 
“MOOOOO” because you are so monstrously fat. 
And extremely stupid as well. Stupid and fat and smelly 
and pitifully unsuccessful. You call that performance 
art? “Oh, my name is Alice FAT and all I want to do 
is masturbate in landfills all over the world!!” Oh, that 
reminds me of  something I saw back in… 1975!!!!

All right! Leave, will you? Go ahead! I’m tired of  
you plebians wiping your snotty noses in my gallery! 
You’re all tiny! Insignificant fleas! Farts in the water!! 
Go away you fleas! Go home to chew on your stinking, 
slathering dogs! And what’s more! I hate you! So there!

by NF

ABORTED FETUSES MARCH ON D.C.
Aborted fetuses from around the country descended 

yesterday on the nation’s capitol, demanding the right 
to birth. The demonstration kicked off  with a slithering 
crawl down Pennsylvania Avenue, where the fetuses 
slowly dragged themselves along the pavement, some 
using their severed umbilical cords to tow those fetuses 
that had not yet developed limbs and leaving a trail of  
bloody umbilical fluid in their wake.

Afterwards, the amassed fetuses gathered on the steps 
of  the Lincoln memorial, where slogans protesting 
the unequal rights of  fetuses were gargled from half-
formed mouths, some without fully-developed tongues.

“We will not rest until we have justice!” declared 
keynote speaker fetus #871940283. “We will not stop 
until we are born!”

The event attracted many protesters sympathetic to 
the right to life movement, including several fetuses 

who aborted themselves in a show of  solidarity with 
their less fortunate cousins.

“If  they abort one of  us, they abort all of  us,” said 
one fetus who identified itself  as #98120982684, but 
whose heartbroken and depressed would-be parents 
referred to as Kyle / Lisa Bancroft.

Despite the militant tone of  the speakers, the 
majority of  the assembled fetuses were simply excited 
to have finally escaped the landfills and trash dumpsters 
where they had been rotting since they were sucked out 
of  their host’s vagina.

“I mean, I’m pissed about the life thing and all,” said 
one fetus, who gave his name only as Half-Thumb, “but 
honestly, I’m really just here to get laid.”

“TASE” VARIATIONS

by GH

by AR

Tased.
Taserized.
Tazzled.
Bedazzled.
Raz-ma-tazzled.
Feathered.
Revizzified.

Zanzuzzled.
Zeeked.
Zepedized.
Zwitzdied.
ZOINGed.
Gossiped about.

ATTENTION STUDENTS OF REED COLLEGE:
THIS IS THE UNIBRAIN. YOU ARE HEREBY 
COMMANDED TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS 
FOR OUR SOCIETY’S MOST EFFICACIOUS 
INSTITUTION: THE PAMPHLETTE. THOSE 
WHO DO NOT SUBMIT WILL BE DETAINED 
IN QUARANTINE. THOSE WHO RESIST 
SHALL BE ABSORBED. THE WRITING SAMPLE 
YOU SUBMIT MAY BE OF ANY TOPIC, BUT 
FOR THOSE WHOSE MUSE IS SILENT, WE 
SUGGEST FEELINGS OR THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY. SUBMISSIONS WILL  BE BETWEEN 
200 AND 600 WORDS IN LENGTH.

SEND IN ALL APPLICATIONS TO: 
PAMPHLETTE@LISTS.REED.EDU

THE DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, 2 OCTOBER. 
THAT’S THE SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER, IN 
CASE THAT FORMAT CONFUSED YOU.

WRITE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE WE.  
WRITE FOR A GOLDEN TOMORROW.

WRITE FOR 
THE PAMPHLETTE, 
SUB-ALTERNS!

HOW TO DEAL WITH A SCHOOL BULLY
   1. Before you go to school for the day, cover your 
lunch money in smallpox.  That way, when the bully 
steals your lunch money for the day he’ll be getting 
a big-old-handful of  dirty smallpox money!  You will 
also contract smallpox as a result, but no-one said 
revenge was easy! (Don’t do this if  he is of  Native 
American descent because that could be perceived as 
a hate crime.)

   2. Start filling your locker with video game consoles 
and crossword puzzles and food and other fun things.  
That way, when you get shoved in your locker and 
trapped in there for four hours straight, the bully 
will be sending you to a wondrous world of  fun and 
excitement!  Sure, it may be uncomfortable in there, 
but at least you’re having fun!  Who’s the bully now?! 
(He still is.)

   3. Start bringing a full-length mirror to school.  
When the bully approaches you to pick on you in the 
morning, put the full-length mirror in front of  you.  
Then, when the bully sees his own reflection in the 
person he is trying to pick on, he will simply not know 
what to do.  The mirror functions as a metaphor for 
the bully’s own deep-seated self-esteem issues.  Bullies 
don’t understand metaphors, so he will certainly run 
away in a confused haze of  confusion and haziness.

   4. If  none of  the above tips work, just drop out 
of  middle school and spend the rest of  your life as a 
scared and pathetic waste of  a perfectly good bedroom 
in your mother’s townhouse.  Who’s the bully now!? 
(Still him.)                                                  by AM


